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ABSTRACT
One of the most fascinating and deeply researched fields of all of the biochemical components are the nucleic acids and
proteins, especially because of their dynamic structure and function and their fundamental role in the course of evolution.
Sequence studies have been carried out and is still being researched on to decode completely the world of genetics and
molecular biology. And so, here we present our concept in the form of a simple program that has been developed for analyzing
the Amino acid sequence from a given sequence of RNA nucleotide bases, and using the result of which, further, interpretation
of the corresponding protein can be done.
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INTRODUCTION
I.
Through the lens of cell biology, the research in the field of
gene expression is closely linked with the understanding of
the proteins, their functions ad structures.[1] Way back, from
the very early work of Christian Anfinsen around 1950s, it is
a stated fact that the amino acid sequence in a protein
determines the final three-dimensional protein structure.
Not only his, scientists have also continuously observed and
somewhat concluded that the protein structure has the
fundamental role in dictating where the protein will act and
what will be its course of action, a prominent example of
which comes with the study of functioning of enzymes, in
which the shape - structure of proteins fundamentally
determines its expression and functioning capabilities.
Besides, proteins have a crucial role in determining the
cellular sub-regions where the modulation of gene
expression will occur - nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane
etc...[2]

and how, from the DNA itself. And so, firstly, part-wise, the
double stranded helical DNA is opened with the help of
various enzymes present in the body and each strand is
replicated. Each strand of the DNA has a 5’ and 3’ end in
which nucleotides are attached. In DNA, there are only 4
Nucleotides, namely A= Adenosine, T=Thymine, G= Guanine
and C= Cytosine and between the 2 strands, the rule of
pairing states that A will be paired with T and G with C. And
so, during replication if a strand has a sequence ATTGGC, the
replicated strand will always have TAACCG in it.

Fig. 2 - THE PROCESS OF DNA REPLICATION [4]

Fig. 1 - STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN [3]

After replication, there comes the process of transcription,
wherein the part of DNA is converted to RNA with the help of
various enzymes. The change that RNA has with respect to
DNA, in terms of nucleotides, is that instead of ATGC, RNA
has AUGC i.e., T= Thymine is replaced by a nucleotide called
Uracil,, denoted by U. Thence, now, the pairing is between A U and G- C.

But as stated above, the fundamental step in studying a
protein, its structure and function is the analysis and
determination of the amino acid sequence present in it,
corresponding to the nucleotides present in it. Also, amino
acid sequencing helps in predicting the charge of a molecule,
its size, and thereby a probable 3D structure of it.
Biologically, the synthesis of protein is quite complex. It
involves many steps. In human body DNA is present and this
DNA has segments called as genes which in turn
fundamentally guide the process of protein formation in
human body. However, the human body cannot directly
decide and synthesis which protein is to be formed, when

Fig. 3 - THE PROCESS OF TRANSCRIPTION [5]
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After this, there comes the final process, in which out of the 2
strands of RNA – the template strand and the coding strand,
the nucleotides on the template strand are coded for their
corresponding amino acids. While coding, a triplet of
nucleotide is considered. To mark the beginning and the end
of coding, special factors automatically gets attached to it.
Moreover, AUG which codes for Methionine is said to be the
initiator codon. Similarly, there are 3 codons (triplet of
nucleotide) which when encountered lead to termination of
the process of translation – UUA, UAG and UGA. After amino
acids are coded for/obtained, they are joined by special
bonds called as peptide bonds which finally link them
together to form a particular protein (chain of amino acid).

Fig.5. - NULCEOTIDES AN NULEOSIDE STRUCTURES [9]
And so, integrating our knowledge of cell biology and
computers, we have tried developing a simple algorithm and
thus a program, which helps in determining the nucleotide
sequence of a protein which when used in simulation with
other pre and post programs can be beneficial in studying
proteins and determining its function and structure.
Moreover. It also shows how the impact and evolution of
computers have led to a wonderful collaboration of it with
the field of biology and how this has helped in handling and
analysis of the sequence data.

Fig. 4 - THE PROCESS OF PROTEIN TRANSLATION [6]
It is already a known fact, that for proper functioning of
biological components this process of protein translation
and expression should be carried out with highest efficiency,
precision and fidelity. Given a sequence of amino-acid from
which protein is to be coded, there exists many multiple
degrees of freedom which may introduce minor errors in the
process, which in turn can drastically lead to severe genetic
errors, defects and evolutionary flaws /faults. Particularly,
the redundancy of the genetic code which provides the
choice between alternative codons, coding for the same
amino acid, which, although may sound ‘synonymous,' but
might exert catastrophic effects on the translation process.
And so, it becomes an absolute necessity that the given
sequence of nucleotide and thence the corresponding
sequence of amino acid obtained, be thoroughly examined
with the highest degree of precision. [7]
In general, the task of sequence detection is often
accomplished by the means of a technique called as Mass
Spectrometry, after which once the sequence is known, a
comparison with various databases allow researchers and
scientists to find whether or not there are any related
proteins corresponding to the detected sequence. And thus,
in this way, protein databases are formed, which form an
essential part of modern biology.
In today’s world, such huge amounts of data regarding
different protein structures, their varied functions, and
particularly their sequences are being continuously analyzed
and researched about. But such dynamic and extremely large
data is quite complex to be handled manually and there may
be chances of error too. And so, that’s where the computers
step in. [8] Today, in the age of digitization, there have been
many ongoing researches in this field to computerize the
process and probably that is one of the main reason why the
field of computational biology is one of the most demanding
and emerging field in the recent times.

Fig. 6 - RNA NUCLEOTIDE – AMINO ACID CHART [10]
METHODOLOGY OF APPROACH
II.
Under the supervision of Ms. Shallu Juneja, I along with
Ms.Sachi has been researching across the internet and
reading various previously published papers with regard to
different aspects of this paper, on which we have been
working for many months now.
We, firstly, studied from books of varied authors regarding
cell biology and the ongoing research in this field. Secondly,
we studied the gene expression patters and how from amino
acids proteins are expressed. We, also, went on to study
about nucleotides, nucleosides, transcription, translation,
replication and other associated process, which we thought
might be useful for us in the arena of writing the research
paper and conducting our research.
After this we tried and plotted an algorithm using which,
corresponding amino acid sequences could be determined
from the inputted sequence of nucleotide. Thereafter, we
were in search of a programming language which could
sustain the dynamicity of the algorithm but also at the same
time be sufficiently simple to write in, to understand in and
to be used so that even a layman running the code could get
the cent percent result out of it. And so, we chose C++ as our
foundational base language and developed the program in it.
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Another reason for choosing C++ was that, since it is well
taught in almost all schools and/or other educational
institutions, the algorithm and thereby the program could
thence be used by many and could be beneficiary to a greater
public in general.

As stated earlier, that there are 3 stop codon which signal the
termination of the process of translation– UAA, UGA, UAG. In
this particular screenshot of the output, it can be clearly
observed that how the upon detecting UAG, which is a stop
codon, the program stops i.e., codes only till before it.

The program which we developed uses the nucleotide chart
as a reference to give as output the corresponding amino
acid from the detected/inputted sequence.

3.

III.
ALGORITHM INSIGHTS
The basic algorithm that runs as the foundation of the
program is:1. Inputting of sequence of nucleotides from the user or
from any external source.
2. The Nucleotides that are accepted from the user follows
two criterions :A. They should be in the upper case (A,U,G,C)
B. They should be in triplets- as per the Nucleotide
table
3. The program runs through the codes and as per the
Nucleotide table, gives as output the corresponding
amino acid in the order of inputted sequence
4. If :A. No triplet is formed at some point in the end Or
B. A triplet of Stop codon is encountered the program
gives as output, in order, the corresponding amino
acids till before it.
IV.
1.

PROGRAM OUTPUT AND DISCUSSION

In this particular screenshot of the output, we can see that
how a given sequence of nucleotide is inputted by the user
and the program gives the corresponding amino acid in the
order of the triplet of nucleotide ( As per the Nucleotide
table).
2.

Since, in biology, by convention the nucleotides are
represented in upper case, hence it can bee seen in this
screenshot of the output that the program is sensitive to the
Upper Case Alphabets(A,U,G,C)
CONCLUSIONS
V.
1. It was thence observed that when the program is run, it
successfully inputs the triplets of nucleotides from the
user and gives as output the corresponding amino acid
to the detected sequence.
2. It can also been clearly seen that the program is
sensitive to the letters in Upper Case as the names of the
nucleotides are written, by convention, the upper case.
3. Also, it is evident that the program can recognize the
stop sequences and respond to it/ take necessary
actions i.e., code the amino acid only till before it
encounters a stop codon.
VI.
FUTURE SCOPE OF IMPLEMENTATION
The program that has been developed is basic in terms of the
language used for execution and coding. But, it caters to and
takes into account all what is necessary in analyzing and
determining which nucleotide triplet gives which
corresponding amino acid, as per the sequence given. If this
program is further extended in terms of implementation and
used in collaboration with programs developed in the sphere
of biodata analysis or artificial intelligence, it can be very
helpful in the field of research regarding protein sequences
and help in various associated field. The robustness of the
program can definitely be increased accordingly and so can
be its dynamicity, but as stated earlier, in this attempt of
ours we aim just to realize the concept of nucleotide
sequence recognition and analysis in form of coding and that
to on/in a language which is readily usable, available and can
be understood even by layman.
A. Appendix
1. Nucleotide - Organic molecule which is the fundamental
unit or basic building block of DNA and/or RNA.
2. Codon - Sequence of 3 DNA or RNA nucleotides which
corresponds to a specific amino acid
3. Stop Codon - A nucleotide triplet which signals
termination of translation into proteins. It may be UAA,
UAG, and UGA
4. Initiator codon – A triplet which signals the process of
translation of protein, which generally codes for
methionine in eukaryotes and fMet in prokaryotes. The
most common start codon is AUG.
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